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?   The Hook Master system is built by people who use track prep equipment as part of their everyday 
business. TVC offers unparalleled customer service 

Full Sized Trailer:

Self Contained Operator Controls:

 Onboard air compressor:

Large High-Presure Capacity

Sized for your application:

Pneumatically Controled Spray Arm Lift:

Inovative Multi-Width Spray System:

Optional Spray Arm Clean Out:

Customer Service:

 The Hook Master Traction compound sprayer is mounted on a sturdy trailer featuring roller bearing 

No electrical power from tow vehicle is needed; all functions and options are air 
operated. All services work from a single control box from the tow vehicle position.

Never run out of Co2  when you need it. Onboard air compressor with proven 160 Inch 
Honda power. Additional air storage tank is mounted on the underside of the trailer

Twin 30-gallon product tanks allowed two separate products to be ready to use. Tanks 
are rated to 150 psi allowing you to spray much higher pressure than other options on the market. Safety system makes it 
virtually impossible to remove fill caps under pressure. High volume blow down valves can empty tanks pressure in 
seconds. Large fill bungs create fewer 

Stainless steel spray arms are available in multiple lengths, 10' 12' 14' and 16'. Arms store 
in the vertical position and lock in place. 

Optional pneumatics can raise and lower the arms in second's on-the-fly, 
with the flip a switch, lessens the chance of  breaking an spray arm while in tow. Allows operator to move of the track 
quickly and maneuver between obstacles safely

Optional spray width system. When using 14 or 16-foot arms; allows spraying 
three different on-the-fly widths. Example Start at 8' (to 60') then switch to 12' or 14' (Depending on the total width of arms 
selected). At 100' to 330' spray at 14' or 16'. This option can pay for itself quickly by using less compound yet still keeping 
your competitors safe.

Hook Master uses stored high pressure air allowing you to clean out on the racing 
surface, not wasting high-cost traction compound. Think how many times you clean out per year wasting traction 
compound in the process, by placing traction compound on competition surface you can realize a LARGE saving during a 
race year.

spills and mess.

Track Engineered
Accountant Approved

Capable of spraying multiple compounds and widths

Traction Compound Application For The Demanding Track Professional.
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